Dear Young Emergency Doctor, Nurse, Paramedic, Student,

Would you like to...

... speak at the biggest international emergency medicine conference in Europe?  
... experience fantastic speakers and emergency specialists from all over the world?  
... get exposure and be known in the vibrant European emergency medicine scene?  
... be supported with travel- and hotel costs as well as free conference entrance?

If you don’t have money don’t worry! We got you covered!!

Travel arrangements, costs are reimbursed up to a maximum as follows:
- Maximum 150 € for Danish speakers (from minimum 50 KM distance from Copenhagen)
- Maximum 300 € for European speakers
- Maximum 500 € for non-European and overseas speakers

And for accommodation:
Case N°1
If you speak on 1 day only: One night will be reimbursed up to maximum 185€/night (no matter how many talks you have in that day)

Case N°2
If you speak on 2 or 3 days in a row: 2 or 3 nights will be reimbursed up to maximum 185€/night (no matter how many talks you have in that 2 or 3 days).

Case N°3
If you speak on 2 or 3 days intermittently (ex: 20 September + 23 September): the total stay from the night before first intervention to the night before the last intervention will be reimbursed up to maximum 185€/night.

So use this UNIQUE chance and be part of EUSEM 2020 in the spectacular city of Copenhagen!

For that you just have to be a young doctor, paramedic or nurse and/or talk about a topic relevant to young doctors in emergency medicine.

We really encourage young and motivated speakers who are not perfect, but enthusiastic about their topic to apply. If you are unsure if you should apply - just do it!
The topics are not fixed. **If you have a very interesting topic that does not fit any of the above, doesn’t matter, please explain your idea and it’s relevance in a few short sentences!** Clinical topics get extra points!!

Educational lectures, research work, relevant clinical practice, educational activities on the following topics would be preferred:

1. **EMERGENCY MEDICINE EDUCATION AND TRAINING STRUCTURE**
2. **TOXICOLOGY**
3. **PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE**
4. **TERRORISM, MASS CASUALTY AND MAJOR INCIDENT**
5. **TRAUMA MANAGEMENT**
6. **CRITICAL CARE IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT**

In the email you are sending us please include ALL of the following:

- A short CV
- Picture of you (can be included in the CV)
- Contents / titles for your suggested talks (please suggest at least 2 talks!), explain your talk in a few concise sentences
- Name the topic where your talks would fit in (choose from the list or name your own)
- Either a video of one of your previous talks or a PDF of slides from one of your previous talks.

Also, you should...

... be ready to take over one or two talks and one moderation obligation.
... send us your topic suggestions. If you have an idea for a special format / way how to present, please send us these ideas too.
... be OK with us streaming and/or recording and publishing the lecture world wide (in special cases e.g. unpublished results parts of lectures can be not streamed / recorded)

That’s it! We would love for you to apply - simply send us a quick email with the above information to yemdsection@eusem.org.

If you have any questions, email us too - anytime.

If you are unsure about the presentation style - we want both quality of content and a good visual presentation. Some inspirations could be **TED-Talks**, a medically oriented talk by the fabulous Cliff Reid: „Getting Things Done“ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXAMICwQAY).

The foremost criteria for selection are quality and content of the talk, therefore we urge you to send us some sort of example of one of your previous talks (see above).

Thank you!

*The YEMD EUSEM 2020 Scientific Committee*